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Sosnová during the Rally Bohemia offers show

Press Release no. 04
Mladá Boleslav, 4th April 2012

Last couple of years the Global Assistance Racing Arena in Sosnová is the inseparable 
part of the Rally Bohemia.

The parallel special stage in the Global Assistance Racing Arena in Sosnová near Česká Lípa 
town, very attractive for spectators, is every year a part of the Rally Bohemia. Thousands of 
spectators can behold on two cars on track at the same time and so instantly valuate, which 
of drivers is more successful in the mini duel. From the dedans in autodrome the majority 
of track can be seen, which as same as last year will undergo several minor amendments 
for the Rally Bohemia. Artificial jump created last year followed by gravel passage has met 
a very positive public acceptance. The organizers of the 39th Rally Bohemia are planning 
to build even better jump again. It will be parallel and situated right after start line directly in 
front of spectators sitting in dedans.

Right after finishing the special stage of the Rally Bohemia on Saturday 14th July 2012 the 
Global Assistance Racing Arena will be also a place of the special stage for the Historic 
Show. All the legendary drivers from recent history will show off their cars there. The track 
at autodrome in Sosnová will be the last special stage of the Historic Show, so it can be 
expected they will take the advantage if it and perform the real show.

Special stage 9 – Sosnová, at the premises of the Global Assistance Racing Arena, starting 
on Saturday 14th July 2012 at 17:34 will bring to spectators a wonderful experience also 
because of the reason that the autodrome provides enough space for drivers and their drive 
at the edge having no fear from damaging their vehicles as the track is lined with escape 
zones. It all is punctuated by traditionally great background of the autodrome prepared for 
attendees and visitors, where same as in previous years stands with refreshments and 
souvenirs won’t be missing.

The Head of the 39th Rally Bohemia Organization Committee, Pavel Dušánek: “The special 
stage in the Global Assistance Racing Arena in Sosnová is very important to us. It is 
kind of an icing on the cake. Thanks to a great background we can offer to visitors the 
real show within the comfort of dedans, where they can see everything going on on 
track. We are preparing a lot of surprises, which we are tuning up with our partners 
now. Namely it is simplified entry into the arena thanks to their program. Another 
example does not necessarily take place on the track, it might be hovering over it, but 
now I can’t reveal more than this. Worth visiting this year for sure.”
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More information about the 39th Rally Bohemia can be found at www.rallybohemia.cz.
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